GUTS
I will take revenge on Griffith, the Apostles and the Hand of God,
for what they did to the Hawks
My sword is what defends me and the people I love from the
cruel hands of destiny

Unleash my inner rage

I will protect Casca and bring her back to me

Take a bloody vengeance on someone
Survive, whatever the consequences
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Doom

THE BLACK KNIGHT
IN SEARCH OF VENGEANCE

INNER RAGE
STEEL DETERMINATION

EXTREMELY STRONG
WILL SURVIVE ANYTHING
BRAND OF SACRIFICE
COLD INSIDE

LOST AN ARM AND AN EYE

✔
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Bellator

WANDERING SWORDSMAN
DRAGONSLAYER (GIANT SWORD)

WEAPONS MASTER
LIGHTING REFLEXES

LEADERSHIP
ARTIFICIAL ARM
LONER

OVERCONFIDENT
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DARK SIDE. Add an anger/fear/hatred/pain/physical Consequence
to your pool and to the Shadow, but if you fail the roll before
burning Hubris, increase the Consequence by 1 AND you must BURN
your HUBRIS to win the roll (if possible).
ICY STARE. When you roll to threaten, intimidate, command or for a
challenge of wills, add a D8 and spend 1 KA to inflict an additional
SHAKEN D8 Consequence even if you lose the roll.
HARD TO KILL. Once per Session add a Physical Consequences to the
Shadow to reduce its level by 1. You can do this also when defeated,
but it counts as 2D12 for the Shadow.
THIS IS WHAT I AM. When you roll a Trait of your DOOM, increase
your MOON NUMBER by 1 to add an extra Trait from the same
Legend.
BORN TO FIGHT. Spend 1 KA to increase a BELLATOR Trait
representing a specialization, maneuver or weapon by 1 and add it
to your pool.
STORM OF DEATH. AREA ATTACK: increase your MOON NUMBER by
1 to use an attack Trait against up to 3 targets: add a D6 for each
target and hit all of them with your EFFECT Die.

Repeating crossbow (Two-handed, Medium Range, Area
Attack-2, D8 vs. a single target)

Cannon Arm (BURN to use as D10 for a ranged attack or
a surprise close combat attack)
Fine steel armor (Spend 1 KA to decrease an incoming
physical Consequence by 1)
Throwing daggers (Short range, concealed)

✔ Casca
✔ Judeau
✔ Puck

Miniature bombs (BURN: counts as D8 for a close range
attack)

✔
✔
✔

Griffith

The Apostles
The Hand of God

Backpack

Promoted to Raiders Captain
Fought with Zodd

Killed general Julius (and his son Adonais)
Saved Casca from the blue whales knights

This is a fan tribute to Guts from the manga/anime Berserk:
this is Guts at the end of the Black Knight Arc.

Killed a hundred men to let Casca escape

History (taken from berserk.wikia.com):
Guts, renowned by his epithet the "Black Swordsman", is a
former mercenary who travels the world in a constant
internal struggle between pursuing his own ends and
protecting those dear to him. He is a gruff, cynical man
holding an overall bleak outlook on life. This is a consequence
of enduring waves of suffering and betrayals since his youth.
In spite of his guarded, brooding exterior, he shows a more
easygoing, compassionate side around the people he trusts.
Even as his inner darkness festers deep within him and its
temptation becomes increasingly harder to resist, he retains
his empathy and compassion, refusing to to completely
discard his humanity.

Won a duel with Griffith

Killed General Boscogn
Training in the mountains

Defeated Silat and saved the ex-band of hawks and Casca
Rescued Griffith from the Tower of Rebirth

Defeated the Apostle Wyald in battle
Fought hordes of demons during the Eclipse
Cut his own arm to try to save Casca from Griffith/Femto
Survived the Eclipse
Killed his first Apostle with the sword "Dragonslayer"

Killed a female Apostle
Defeated a band of Koka thugs and frees "Puck"
Killed the Snake-lord Apostle

Killed Zondark (quasi-Apostle)
Killed the Baron-slug Apostle

At one time driven solely by his will to survive, Guts finds
purpose in life upon joining the Band of the Falcon, greatly
helping in the faction's storied successes during the
Hundred-Year War as the Falcon's Raiders Captain. He
eventually becomes dissatisfied with clinging on to Griffith's
dream, and departs from the Falcons in pursuit of his own.
Following the horrors of the Eclipse prompted by Griffith,
however, Guts embarks on a two-year war against the God
Hand and apostles, becoming increasingly embittered on his
one-track quest for retribution for the death of (almost) all his
former companions. He in time realizes protecting his
regressed lover is more important to him, as well as
something he cannot do alone, and thus seemingly abandons
his quest for revenge.
Above all else, Guts is the personification of persistence and
resilience. Through all of his numerous trials and tribulations,
he has never yielded to fate and continues to subsist against
seemingly insurmountable odds
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